SAFEGUARD VALUES.
MAKE VISIONS REALITY.
Renovision: Construction in Existing Structures
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Construction in Existing Structures
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POTENTIAL IN EXISTING
STRUCTURES. TAP INTO IT
WITH RENOVISION.
From maintenance to refurbishment
culminating in extensive extensions and
conversions. Construction in existing
structures today incorporates almost sixty
percent of the overall turnover of construction
work in Europe*. On the one hand it presents
you with countless opportunities, but on the
other confronts you with considerably more
challenges. The handling of old building
fabric requires a lot of finesse, special knowhow and frequently needs special solutions,
particularly with listed buildings.

Good that you have an experienced partner
at your side with Knauf who has the vision
to preserve existing values in the long-term.
Knauf makes every effort to make the
seemingly impossible possible and always
offers a solution to achieve modern standards
using high-performance building materials
and tried-and-tested systems for all renovation
tasks. To sum up: A partner with Renovision.

*www.renovate-europe.eu

The Leipzig Kongresshalle in 1912 and after
remodelling with Renovision from Knauf in 2015.
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Construction in Existing Structures

MANY CHALLENGES,
ONE ANSWER: RENOVISION.
Regardless of the remodelling task you face, with Renovision, you always have the appropriate,
holistic system, for interiors and exteriors, for plaster and façade, for walls, ceilings and floors. You
can transform every existing structure quickly and cost-effectively to a modern and sustainable building. And are always on the safe side when it comes to fire resistance, moisture resistance, sound
insulation and perfect acoustics.

Renovision creates new rooms
A conversion opens up limitless
possibilities. There is however
the challenge of adapting the
existing structure compliant with
the constructional and statutory
regulations. Renovision allows you
to master this seamlessly and
provides the perfect combination
between old and new.

EXTENSION
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ALTERATION

Renovision is a plus in comfort
There are many reasons for
extending an existing building,
such as increasing available space
or improvement of the room
climate, energy efficiency and
security. Drywall systems are
particularly beneficial here with
their lightweight, flexibility, efficiency and slim construction as well
as a modern design.

Renovision is important because:

Renovision moves with the times
State-of-the-art today may be
obsolete by tomorrow. Careful and
considered refurbishments are the
benchmark. Renovision not only
makes the buildings fit for the future,
it also increases their value, by
meeting the highest demands, for
example, for energy efficiency,
thermal insulation, sound insulation
and fire resistance.

››
››
››
››
››

The renovation sector has tremendous potential
Energy efficiency is imperative
Viable and sustainable buildings are required
Public campaigns sponsor the renovation market across all regions
Renovated buildings positively influence our lives and well-being

REFURBISHMENT

MAINTENANCE

Renovision is a new beginning
Whether due to cracks, crumbling
plaster or diminishing stability,
or outdated aesthetics and
functionality, buildings need to be
renovated and repaired. Often
supported by creative solutions:
Renovision supports you with a
wide product range, certified systems
and extensive know-how.
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Fields of Competence

STRONG IN ALL DISCIPLINES
indoor
climate

resistant

Aesthetics and design
The individual look and
appearance of a property
determines its attractiveness. Perfectly executed
shapes are perfected only
by functional technology.
That is: The optimum combination of aesthetics and
functionality. Your unique
and exceptional ideas
can be realized 1 to 1
with us.
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Acoustics
Function and design in
top form. Good ceilings
and walls are multitalented. We focus
primarily on what you
can see in a room but
even more on what you
perceive: Pleasant acoustics.

Fire resistance
Fire resistance from the
floor to the ceiling, with
cost-effective solutions of
the highest safety standard from Knauf offering
you additional comprehensive options for
design creativity.

Areas of high humidity
Whether commercial
kitchens, wellness areas
or guest WCs: Damp
and wet spaces present
special and diverse challenges for planning and
installation. Use our system solutions. For every
room. For every requirement.

Healthy indoor and
room climate
Not just at home, but
also in the office or at
school, the room climate
can be greatly influenced by the choice of
healthy construction
materials. Knauf has the
suitable materials, which
have positive effects on
health and quality of life.

Room in room
The Knauf room-in room
systems are self-supporting, detached and modular. This guarantees you
extensive scope in terms
of construction and freedom of design. From rectangles to polygons to
sweeping waves or
curves.

resistant

Space gains and flexible
room design
Sophisticated board technology and innovative thin-layer
leveller and equalization compounds from Knauf: They are
the basis for individual, flexible and design-orientated
room concepts where every
centimetre counts. Leveller
and equalization compounds
feature very low stress, flow
well and have exceptional levelling properties enabling
thin-layer constructions such
as those for underfloor heating systems.

Sound insulation
Many sources of noise cannot be easily switched off and
add to the levels of everyday
stress. Sound insulation from
Knauf secures and enhances
the housing, working and living quality. Our systems
ensure that you exceed the
standard with sound insulation.

Impact resistance and
strength
Extremely tough for safe and
expedient application characterizes the construction
materials from Knauf. They
withstand a diverse range of
mechanical loads and are
highly resilient. They are also
ball impact safe, as well as
scratch and impact-proof. Our
construction materials can
take some punishment so that
people can develop their
potential.

Environmental protection
and sustainability
For Knauf as a family-run company sustainability is practised reality and firmly
anchored in the company culture and values. We assume
responsibility for customers,
protection of the environment
and employees.

Thermal insulation and
energy efficiency
A healthy building fabric with
optimum thermal insulation
has many benefits: Best quality of living, enormous savings
and value added for the building. Our external thermal insulation composite systems
boost the energy efficiency
considerably making them a
useful investment that support
environmental protection.
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Case Studies

Gutted down to the foundation walls and now in new splendour: The former sanatorium dazzles as an extraordinary hotel in urban style.
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FROM A SANATORIUM TO A
HARD ROCK HOTEL
The former Alexanderhaus in Davos was
opened by Dr. Alexander Spengler in 1882
as a sanatorium. The transformation to a
Hard Rock Hotel took a lot of work: The building was gutted right down to the foundation
walls. Perfectly matched and coordinated
Renovision systems created the basis and the
preconditions ensuring urban flair meets a
breath-taking mountain backdrop thus facilitating the merging of a historical building
fabric with innovative design.

Project
›› Former sanatorium, built in 1882 in the
Swiss health resort of Davos
Requirements
›› Redesign of the building utilisation
concept with exceptional ideas
›› Restoration of the chapel belonging to
the house true to the original style
›› Retention of the historical building shell,
gutted down to the foundation walls
Challenges
›› Combination of sustainability with hightech solutions, of historic building fabric
with innovative design

The Renovision Solution
Sound insulation and acoustics
›› Ceiling construction with suspended Knauf board ceiling made of Diamant boards
with metal grid, partly with Knauf wide-span profiles, jointless acoustic system with
very fine coating (Knauf Tacet), Knauf AMF silent base board, Knauf Cleaneo ceilings
Coatings
›› Knauf base coating s.a.c. basic and cover coating s.a.c. topcoat
Interior partitions
›› Single and double metal stud frame, double-layer cladding with Diamant boards
›› Interior plaster with all-purpose spray plaster
Exterior walls
›› Warm Wall system Basis EPS, insulation DUO EPS, adhesive and reinforcement mortar
Lustro
›› Paste-like final coat, full surface texturing
Fire resistance
›› Suspended ceiling made of Diamant boards EI60, stone wool insulation board
Knauf 50 FF
›› Knauf installation shaft walls EI60, fire resistant cladding with Knauf Fireboard, fire
resistant boards and front wall installations

resistant

EnEV
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Case Studies
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Impressive exterior: Knauf solutions ensure that the façade and columns once again exude their imposing presence.

A DESIGN VISION TRUE TO ITSELF
A library is not just any old building, but
rather a building with a mission. This is
especially true for the Martynas Mažvydas
national library in Lithuania. A visit to it is
always an eye-opening experience. The
historically significant masonry had been
damaged by weather-related and
environmental influences. The detailed
restoration took 10 years in the course of
which additional spaces were created. The
result is a modern library abiding completely
to the original design vision of the architect
Viktoras Anikinas.

Project
›› National library in Vilnius, Lithuania,
constructed in 1963
Requirements
›› Reconstruction of the damaged
masonry following the historic model
›› Integration and featuring of additional
spaces and columns
›› Creation of a calm and comfortable
atmosphere
›› Shorter reverberation times, reduction of
the footfall sound

The Renovision Solution
Façade work
›› Knauf primers, Knauf Lustro, Knauf UP 310, Knauf LUP 222 as well as Knauf Butz
Fire resistance
›› Knauf Design Boards of fire rating A2, Knauf Fireboard and Fireboard filler
Sound insulation and acoustics
›› Knauf Diamant including Knauf Uniflott, Knauf Cleaneo ceiling systems
including Fumi acoustical plaster, interior plaster
Floors
›› Floor constructions with gypsum fibre boards of the system series Brio

Challenges
›› Tricky plastering work on the façade
and the façade plinth
›› Reconstruction of the old rendering
structures
›› Closing of numerous cracks
›› Provision of ideal room acoustics
›› Consideration of the high level of sound
insulation requirements

resistant
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Case Studies

MORE CUSTOMER PROXIMITY
IN THE BANK
In modern bank buildings the main concern
is personal customer care offering the highest
levels of trust and discretion. At Caisse
d’Epargne d’Alsace in the course of the
alterations, the existing room concept in
Colmar was tailored to precisely meet the
customer requirements. A key element in the
remodelling was a room in room solution
from Knauf. The uncomplicated integration
of room in room solutions are not just in
demand in France. There is hardly a simpler,
more economical and at the same time more
innovative way to create individual spaces
in existing buildings.

The Renovision Solution
Room in room system
›› Knauf jamb post of the Cubo systems, self-supporting and can be freely set
Sound insulation and acoustics
›› Knauf Silentboard sound insulation system and Knauf Cleaneo system,
Knauf Uniflott filler
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Project
›› Subsidiary of Caisse d’Epargne
d’Alsace in Colmar, France
Requirements
›› Quick, easy and innovative
provision of new individual rooms
›› Sound insulation and comfortable
acoustics
›› Harmonic embedding of a unique
comfortable atmosphere
Challenges
›› Individually styled areas to hold
personal discussions in a comfortable
and confidential setting

The cubes are part and parcel of an intelligent and well thought out room concept. In a bank, personal discussions in a comfortable and confidential setting
are vital to advise customers discretely.
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Harmoniously set in the park, the true to the original façade was refurbished.

On walls and ceilings: Acoustically sophisticated
solutions.

RENAISSANCE EXTERIOR,
STATE-OF-THE-ART INTERIOR
The Chilean palace “Las Majadas de Pirque”
has experienced a lot in over 100 years. The
primary goal in the renovation of the villa
was to emphasise the harmonious setting
between the building and the park, an eight
hectare estate. The façade was refurbished
true to the original. The result is a fascinating
combination of existing and modern
architecture. Furthermore, the palace has

various rooms available for meetings and
conferences as well as a spacious auditorium,
which had to be upgraded with sophisticated
acoustics. Unpleasant noises are now
blocked and the speech intelligibility
achieves a new level. Thanks to the reduced
reverberation times the occupants perceive
the considerably improved room comfort.

Project
›› Palace “Las Majadas de Pirque” in the
French Renaissance style, built in 1905
Requirements
›› Emphasise the harmonious setting
between the building and the park
›› Exploitation of technical measures and
application of innovative technologies
›› Achieving a high level of comfort for
future users
Challenges
›› Acoustically sophisticated solutions for
ceilings and walls in meeting and
conference rooms as well as in auditoria
›› Provision of efficient and pleasant
acoustics

The Renovision Solution
Acoustics
›› Knauf Cleaneo systems for ceilings and walls and Knauf Uniflott joint filler
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Case Studies

BOTH CULTURAL HERITAGE
AND TOURIST ATTRACTION
Town administration, court building, theatre
and concert hall, the Rector’s Palace in the
Croatian city of Zadar has served the people
over the centuries in a number of different
roles. Today, the multi-functional museum is
one of the most attractive locations in the
region with an invaluable historic value. The
special significance of the building was to
be enhanced further by the renovation
measures. This objective was achieved by
reconstruction of this cultural heritage site in
a cautious and at the same time moderninnovative way.

Project
›› European cultural heritage from the
13th century
Requirements
›› Reconstruction and refurbishment of the
precious building
›› Positioning as a regional pivotal point
(tourist attraction, cultural centre)
Challenges
›› Cautious intervention in the existing
building fabric
›› Building fabric worthy of protection
(supported by EU subsidies)

The Renovision Solution
Fire resistance
›› Knauf column and wooden beam encasement with Fireboard systems, Knauf fire resistant
ceilings, Knauf access panels
Sound insulation and acoustics
›› Footfall sound insulation, Knauf pre-fab floor screed Brio, Knauf Diamant Furring
Moisture protection
›› Knauf Aquapanel Indoor
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The story of the Rector’s Palace in Zadar extends right back to the 13th century. The former seat of government now serves as a museum. The last alterations to the
building were made between 2014 to 2016 with customized Knauf solutions.

Witness to the past: The wall structure reveals layers of its Romanesque and Gothic origins from the Middle Ages. For the port city of Zadar in Southern Croatia, the
Rector’s Palace is both a relic of cultural heritage and tourist attraction.
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Persuasive architectural symbolism, convincing fire resistance and sound insulation.

Drywalling know-how from Knauf creates dynamic shaped residential sculptures.

THE NEW AESTHETICS OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
20 % less energy consumption by 2020 is
the aspirational target for Europe. This creates
new specifications such as the e-living
standard. This came into effect for the very
first time in Germany at a project in Berlin to
remodel an old textile mill. At the 2,500
square metre site, the objective was to

preserve the aesthetics and function of the
curvaceous room design. The master-stroke
was the emplacement of the penthouse level
as a timber-framed construction highlighting
the high quality building physics design in
modern drywalling. This project set a new
and lasting benchmark.

The Renovision Solution
Lightweight construction
›› Vertical extension using timber-framed construction with Knauf drywall technology
Insulation
›› Innovative solution for roofs and walls with Knauf Insulation mineral wool insulation
materials as well as air-tight insulation system LDS
Sound insulation
›› Knauf Silentboard systems (6 dB better than sound insulation class III acc. to the
German VDI 4100 guideline for sound insulation between rooms in buildings)
Fire resistance
›› Knauf Fireboard systems

Project
›› Former textile mill, Berlin, constructed in
1910
Requirements
›› Multi-functional home environment with
the first e-living standard in Germany to
the energy efficiency house 55 standard
Challenges
›› Refocusing as a trendsetting architectural,
design and technological concept with
energy-efficiency benefits and long-term
security
›› Focus on high standards of sound
insulation and fire resistance

resistant
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This is Knauf

KNAUF — PART OF THE SOLUTION
Challenges are part of our history. We understand our customers and listen to them. Together we
search for and identify individual, contemporary and sustainable solutions. For us construction
represents diversity. International first class architecture is what we do just as much as affordable
and cost-effective residential construction. We offer our support and assistance where we can. You
can put your trust in us – we are happy to be part of the solution.

Live your values
Knauf is a family-owned and
managed company and thus a
strong brand. We are bound both
by tradition and innovation. Our
thinking and action are governed by
our values of Menschlichkeit,
Partnership, Commitment and
Entrepreneurship. These values are
representative of our 27,000
employees across the globe. They
form the basis for working well
together both internally and
externally and ultimately stand for
the success of the company.

Global = local
Thinking outside the box, taking the
initiative and exploiting opportunities.
Knauf today with a turnover of € 6.5
billion is one of the leading
manufacturers of building materials
and construction systems in Europe
and beyond. 220 locations across
the globe in more than 80 countries
define Knauf as a global player with
a clear focus on acting locally.
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More than just materials.
An innovative mindset and receptiveness for technological innovations
are the cornerstones of the corporate
strategy. Knauf works continuously
to ensure that building and refurbishment are increasingly more effective
and efficient. This has resulted in complete systems perfectly coordinated
to one another, which are convincingly cost-effective, featuring exceptional fire protection and sound insulation and the highest level of energy
efficiency, inviting a diverse range of
design options for the interior architecture of buildings.

For an intact environment
Sustainability is a matter of course
for us. At Knauf, we take responsibility
for our future. Sustainability begins
for us with the extraction of gypsum
the natural raw material. From careful
extraction of resources, to targeted
protection of species and biotopes
right up to modern recycling
processes. For an intact environment,
today and in the future!
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